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Correction to: Comparative Migration Studies 9, 28 (2021)

https://doi.org/10.1186/s40878-021-00235-3

Following publication of the original article (Wessendorf & Farrer, 2021), the authors

would like to correct the funding section.

The section currently reads:

Funding: The research in London was funded by the Max Planck Institute for the

Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity, and the International Inequalities Institute,

London School of Economics. The research in Tokyo was funded by Sophia University

Research Institute and the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (kaken). The

workshop where this paper was first presented was funded by NODE New and Old Di-

versity Exchange, UK – Japan

The section should read:

Funding: The research in London was funded by the Max Planck Institute for the

Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity, and the International Inequalities Institute,

London School of Economics. The research in Tokyo was funded by Sophia University

Research Institute and the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (kaken). The

workshop where this paper was first presented was funded by the ESRC, grant ref.: ES/

S013245/1 for the NODE UK/Japan Network; and the Japan Foundation Grant for In-

tellectual Exchanges and Conferences.

The original article has been updated as well.
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